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Item 13, Tijou

A COUNTRY COMPOSER

1. BELLAMY, John. A System of Divine Musick. Containing,
Tunes to all the Metres in the New Version of the Psalms; with
Chants for Venite [etc.] … With select Anthems upon various
Occasions. All set in so near a Compass, as naturally suit the
Voice … London: Printed by Robert Brown … for the Author, and
sold by him, at his School in West-Redford, Nottinghamshire, and
Mr. Stephen Austen … London. 1745.
8vo (200 × 123 mm) in half-sheets, pp. viii,
123, [1]; the music printed typographically;
prelims misbound; some marginal staining
to title and final two leaves, ink notes in
places, finger-soiling and other marks
elsewhere; contemporary reversed calf,
worn, rebacked; early ink ownership
inscriptions of An[n] Mason (dated 1746)
and William Hunt (1751): to front
pastedown, on p. 99 (Hunt has pasted a slip
of paper over some blank staves to write his
name multiple times), a couple of leaves
with ruled staves inserted at the end, and
rear pastedown, which also record ‘Brinded
Cow Bul[le]d May May the 3 gray Mayor
[i.e. Mare] leaped May the 22’ etc. and
some family history.
£600
First edition, very rare: printed for the
author, a singing teacher in Retford, a small
market town between Worksop and
Gainsborough. ‘The Chants and PsalmTunes, I composed purely for my own
Pleasure; but most of the Anthems, at the Desire of several Gentlemen,
my Friends; all of which are very easy to be
learned, and may be sung tolerably well with
a little Instruction’ (p. [iv]). This appears to be
his only book. See Nicholas Temperley, The
Music of the English Parish Church I, 179.
BUCEM, p. 98; RISM B 1701 (both listing BL
and NLS only). ESTC locates no further
copies.

2. BOYER, Abel. Dictionaire royal, françois-anglois, et
anglois-françois; tiré des meilleurs auteurs qui ont écrit dans ces
deux langues … Nouvelle édition, revûë avec soin &
considerablement augmentée … A Amsterdam, chez R. & G.
Wetstein. Pierre Humbert. A Rotterdam, chez Jean Daniel
Beman. A La Haye, chez P. Gosse, J. Neaulme & Comp. 1727.
2 vols in one, 4to (257 × 191 mm), pp. [584]; [706]; titles printed in red
and black, the dictionary itself in triple columns; light marginal browning;
near-contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt in compartments with brown
morocco lettering-piece, rubbed, one corner worn, spine chipped at
extremities, upper joint cracking, small section missing at foot, front
endleaves and title coming away in bottom corner; nineteenth-century
ink ownership inscription (‘Jon Rashleigh 1840’) to front pastedown, later
bookplate of A. G. Cross.
£300
Second authorized edition (first published in London, 1699). Two
editions had appeared in the Netherlands in the interim, but as Boyer
writes in his preface, the present edition is ‘less imperfect than the
London Edition, of the year 1699;
and purged from the gross Errors
that crept into the Dutch Editions
of it, publish’d without my privity’
(Author’s Advertisement to vol. II,
dated London, 1722).
Boyer’s (1677?–1729) Royal
Dictionary was ‘something of an
innovation in England in
announcing a particular and
unusual view of language as a
changing, living thing. It did this
by citing recent and living writers
as sources or authorities, and by
attempting to convey the variety of
meanings of a word according to
word usage as found in their
works. Apart from
giving Boyer entrance into English
intellectual and social circles,
the Royal Dictionary also made
him a European man of letters.
Immediately upon its publication,
and well into the second half of

the eighteenth century, the work was published—and pirated—across
Europe. However, the record of European publication, though
impressive, is dwarfed by the reception in England. Nineteen editions
each of the Royal Dictionary and the Royal Dictionary Abridged were
published in London between 1699 and 1797. The Royal
Dictionary found a place in the libraries of scholars, public figures
(including Dr Johnson), politicians, and clerics’ (Oxford DNB).
Provenance: John Rashleigh Rodd (b. 1816) entered the Royal Navy in
May 1830 and obtained the rank of Lieutenant on 4 November 1840 ‘as
a reward for his services on the coast of Syria, including the
bombardment of St. Jean d’Acre’ (O’Byrne, A naval biographical
dictionary, 1849, p. 997); he later became admiral, and is the namesake
of Fort Rodd Hill, a coastal artillery fort built in the 1890s to defend
Victoria in British Columbia.
Alston XII, 651.

EARLIER VERSION OF ONE OF THE FIRST ENGLISH PIANO PIECES
WITH OVER 50 BARS OF APPARENTLY UNPUBLISHED MUSIC

03. BURTON, John. ‘Sonata Pastorale by Mr Burton 1762’.
Manuscript on paper, oblong folio (231 × 331 mm), pp. [13], followed by
83 further pages, ruled with a rastrum, but the staves blank;
contemporary gilt-panelled sheep, some offsetting from the turn-ins,
rubbed and a little sunned in places, corners worn, upper joint cracked
but firm, spine chipped at head, upper board numbered ‘Vol. 16’ in ms.
ink.
£1200

An early manuscript version of a piano sonata by John Burton,
subsequently published as No. 6 in his Ten Sonatas for the Harpsichord,
Organ, or Piano forte (London, for the Author, 1766/7). However, the
present manuscript is not exactly the same as the published piece: there
are differences in notation in over 20 bars, plus 46 bars in the
manuscript, as well as a nine-bar cadenza, which do not feature in the
printed version.
Burton (1730–1782) ‘acquired considerable celebrity as an organist and
harpsichordist … In 1754 he made a successful concert tour of
Germany, where he must have become acquainted with the new
continental fortepianos (probably he was among the first Englishmen to
do so). [His] Ten Sonatas for the Harpsichord, Organ or Pianoforte (1767) represents one of the earliest known references to the
instrument on an English title-page … Burton wrote in an assured
pianistic style, reflected in his liberal but precise indication of dynamics’
(New Grove). Markings for both ‘for[te]’ and ‘pia[no]’ are included
throughout the present manuscript.
For the published version, see BUCEM, p. 144 and RISM B 5076.

04. [DECORATED PAPER.] Brokatpapier, in
which gold leaf is impressed upon paper which
has already been stencilled with colour. Southern
Germany, 18th century.
£400
As covering for boards on a copy of Johann Kaspar
Barthel, Disputatio Inauguralis Juridica de Decimis …
(Würzburg, Engmann, 1729), 4to (198 × 160 mm), pp.
[8], 88, [6]; some light spotting to title-page, the
boards a trifle rubbed and dust-soiled, spine chipped
at head and tail, a couple of cracks along spine.
On the paper, cf. Heijbroek & Greven, p. 120;
Kopylov, p. 182; and Gani, pp. 64–5.

OBFUSCATION?

05. [DECORATED PAPER.] A German Pappband with
stencilled brocade paper pasted over the spine. Southern
Germany, 18th century.
£175
On a copy of Johann Baptist Horváth, Physica generalis
(Augsburg, Rieger & Sons, 1772), small 8vo (169 × 98 mm),
pp. [16], 480, with 7 folding engraved plates; some light
browning and spotting; contemporary drab boards, rubbed with
some surface wear, corners worn, a strip of brocade paper
pasted to spine, short tear (from an old label?) at foot.
The use of a decorated paper only on the spine here suggests,
perhaps, that the owner wanted the book to look like a full
brocade-paper binding when sitting on the shelf. We have
seen similar examples of obfuscation before, such as calf
spines applied to paper boards, but not brocade paper on a
Pappband.

06. [DECORATED PAPER.]
Carta silografata binding. Italy,
18th century.
£250
On a copy of Hermann Friedrich
Teichmeyer, Institutiones medicinae
legalis (Florence, Marzi, 1771), small
4to (213 × 150 mm), pp. [4], 260, [2];
some light browning, two or three
wormholes to gutter of text block, not
affecting text; contemporary blockprinted boards, rubbed with some
wear, old ms. paper spine label
(chipped), prelims beginning to come
away from spine.
See Gani, Carte decorate, pp. 73–5,
and Kopylov Papiers dominotés
italiens (e.g. pp. 68–9, for a paper by
Luigi Laferté in Parma, and pp. 114–
5) for similar examples.

07. [DECORATED PAPER.] Three
half-sheets of carta silografata. Italy,
late 18th/early 19th century.
3 half-sheets (each roughly 300 × 210 mm);
some light dust-soiling, marking, and wear
to edges. Together £150 + VAT in the EU
Three Italian block-printed papers, each
presumably used at some point as
wrappers. None of the three is in Gani,
Carte decorate, or Kopylov Papiers
dominotés italiens, but Infelise & Marini
(Remondini, p. 127) illustrate a similar
paper to the ‘sunrise’ design here by
Remondini (and the blocks they used to
make it).

08. [DRINKING.] ARNE, Thomas. [Drop-head title:] Which is
the Properest Day to Drink. A favorite Glee … London,
Published by J. Lawson … [probably early 19th century].
4to (343 × 245 mm), pp. 3, [1]; entirely
engraved, printed on wove paper;
plate number 305; a little light
offsetting; disbound, the two leaves
loose, parts of the inner margin torn
away (no loss to the music) from rough
handling.
£50
Written in 1765, Arne’s prize-winning
glee also proved one of his most
popular and soon went through a
number of editions before later, more
prudish editors substituted the word
‘sing’ for ‘drink’, the version by which
the piece is best known today.
RISM A 2143 (Uppsala only); this
edition not in BUCEM, or COPAC.

‘WINE DOES WONDERS’
09. [DRINKING.] ECCLES, John.
[Drop-head title:] The Power of
Wine set for 3 Voices … [first half
18th century].
Folio leaf (323 × 235 mm), with the
page number ‘27’; entirely engraved;
disbound.
£50
Eccles’ rollicking three-part song—
‘Wine does wonders ev’ry Day, makes
the heavy light and gay, throws off all
their Melancholy, makes the wisest go
astray, and the busy toy and play, and
the poor and needy Jolly’—comes
from John Crowne’s Justice Busy, or
The Gentleman Quack (also known as
The Morose Reformer, 1699), an
unsuccessful comedy, now lost, for
which only the music survives.
We have been unable to identify from
which collection the present page
comes, either removed as an odd leaf
or, as the verso is blank, possibly run
off by the printer for issuing
separately. RISM (E 277) records once instance of that for this song,
which was evidently popular to judge by the number of printings
(E 275–9).

10. [MUSIC MANUSCRIPT.] A volume of sacred music.
[England, late 18th century.]
Manuscript on paper, oblong slim 8vo (100 × 203 mm), pp. [20], 24, 27–
46, [3], 52–[54]; some leaves apparently missing, others loose;
contemporary polished tree sheep, worn, some insect damage, spine
perished, boards bowed, upper board all but loose.
£300
A collection of two-part hymn tunes (e.g. ‘Jubilee’, ‘Hilperton’,
‘Bickington’), some with incipits (‘Lord how delightful…’, ‘How glorious
is…’, these two both marked ‘Childrens Tune’), one-part pieces
(including ‘What equal honors shall we bring To thee O Lord our God’,

‘Lo he cometh countless Trumpets blow to raise the sleeping dead’,
‘Beyond the glittering starry sky’, ‘In Gabriels hand a mighty stone’,
‘Prepare, prepare to meet thy God’, none of which found in RISM
online), and settings of Psalms 16 and 23 (pp. 14–18).
A nice, if well-used, example of the kind of music manuscript kept by
country church musicians in the eighteenth century. Some of the tunes
included here may well have been used only in a certain area and may
help identify the book’s origin.

11. [PETER I, the Great.] A true, authentick, and impartial
History of the Life and glorious Actions of the Czar of
Muscovy: from his Birth to his Death … The whole compiled from
the Russian, High Dutch and French Languages, State Papers,
and other publick Authorities. London: Printed for A.
Bettesworth … G. Strahan … J. Stagg … J. Graves … S.
Chapman … R. Frankling … J. Harding … T. Edlin … and J.
Jackson … [1725].
8vo (195 × 122 mm), pp. [8], 207, 202–429, [1]; complete despite
pagination; some light spotting, more so in the margins; contemporary
sprinkled calf, rubbed, joints cracked but firm, spine gilt in
compartments, extremities chipped, leather spine label lettered gilt.
£550
Unacknowledged second edition, ‘a reissue of “An impartial history of
the life and actions of Peter Alexowitz”, London, 1723 [1722], with the
table of contents added at front, and text (covering the death of the
Czar) at end’ (ESTC), thereby making it one of the earliest ‘complete’
English biographies of Peter the Great (1682–1725).

In the past, the book has been attributed to Defoe (see Moore 451, for
the first edition), but Furbank & Owens argue otherwise: ‘[This is] a
lengthy and eulogistic account of the life and career of Peter the
Great … Defoe, in the Review, frequently criticised Peter the Great as a
brutal despot, and a protest from the Czar once nearly got him into
serious trouble. It thus seems unlikely that he would later have
produced such a uniformly flattering biography’ (Defoe De-attributions
451).
Cat. Russica H-928; Minzloff, Pierre le Grand dans la littérature
étrangère 38, 3, 2.

TAKING HIS LEAD FROM AMERICA

12. PORINGO, Monsieur. Les représentans
légitimes du peuple … [N. p.] 1790.
8vo (205 × 125 mm), pp. [2], 20; some light dustsoiling; disbound.
£500
First (and only?) edition, rare. Published in the wake of
the Brabant Revolution (1789–90) and addressed to his
fellow Belgians, the author discusses the constitutional
principles of the United States of America, ‘du plus
sage & du plus vertueux peuple du monde’ (p. 1), as a
model for a new independent Belgium. The pamphlet
focuses in particular on seven states: New Hampshire
(pp. 2–3), Massachusetts (pp. 3–11), New York (pp.
11–12), New Jersey (pp. 12–13), Pennsylvania (pp.
13–15), Delaware (pp. 16–17), and Maryland (pp. 17–
18).
Not in Sabin, or Martin & Walter. WorldCat locates no
copies outside Europe.

NO OTHER COPY LOCATED

13. TIJOU, Monsieur. A new Book of
Flowers … London, Printed for Robt
Sayer, Map & Printseller … [c.1775].
2 parts in one vol., 8vo (198 × 128 mm), each
ff. 6; entirely etched and engraved, with a
separate title-page to the second part; the odd
finger mark, a couple of short marginal tears;
completely unsophisticated, stitched as issued
in contemporary blue paper wrappers, slightly
creased, the spine running along the upper
edge, a little insect damage; with the early ink
ownership inscription of Eliza Corser to inside
front cover.
£3000
All but unrecorded: Sayer and Bennett list the
two parts among the ‘new and curious Drawing
Books, six Leaves in each, … sold at Sixpence
each’ in their Enlarged Catalogue of new and
valuable Prints … Drawing and Copy Books
(1775, items 115 and 116), but we have been
unable to locate another copy of either
anywhere. Such drawing books were never
really intended to remain intact. Budding artists
would take them apart and use the individual
prints for copying, or perhaps for practising their watercolour technique.
‘Prints were a basic tool in artistic education. Prints of all kinds were
used in artists’ studios for apprentices to copy. Outside the studio, many
amateurs learned to draw by copying from drawing books, which
supplied patterns that could be followed’ (Antony Griffiths, The Print
before Photography, British Museum, 2016, p. 467).

14. [Cover title:] TOILET ALMANACH voor 1799. [Presumably
the Netherlands, 1798/9.]
16mo (88 × 69 mm) in half-sheets, pp. 16; laid paper watermarked
‘Blauw’, small perforations in lower corner of first leaf of text; with 3
additional leaves (one 88 × 336 mm, the other two 88 × 168 mm) folded
into sections (16 sections for the longer leaf, 8 for the shorter ones) and
pasted together (sections 3–4, 6–7, 10–11, and 13–14 on the longer leaf

and 2–3 and 5–6 on the shorter leaves, with letterpress text, are pasted
back-to-back; the medial sections, with 12 etched illustrations, printed in
green, are pasted down either to the inside front/rear wrapper or the
corresponding section on the next folded leaf); original blue etched
wrappers, rubbed, with vertical creases, spine partly defective, the book
block all but loose.
£1100
A curious pocket almanac, containing short moralistic
verse (Contentment, Friendship, Envy, etc.) followed
by a dozen riddles, with a useful calendar,
accompanied by colour-printed etchings and rhyming
quatrains for each month of the year, at the beginning
and end. But the real interest lies in the book’s
physical make up: the illustrations and verses for the
months are hidden under the different sections of the
calendar (and printed perpendicular to them), which
must be lifted up to reveal both pictures and poetry.
A fascinating piece of late eighteenth-century paper
engineering, and extremely rare: WorldCat locates
the copy at the Royal Library in The Hague only.

15. [ULEY MUSIC MANUSCRIPT.] A volume of sacred music:
‘Belongs to the Singers at Uley 1795’.
Manuscript on paper, oblong 8vo (135 × 235 mm), pp. 3–19, [47]; the
final three leaves gnawed, with slight loss; contemporary mottled sheep,
lacking rear board, upper board scraped with loss of about a third of the
leather, spine perished, sometime oversewn by a previous owner. £600
Uley is a village in Gloucestershire, about seven miles southwest of
Stroud. The present manuscript comprises a handful of four-part hymn
tunes, then three extended verse anthems, seemingly unpublished: ‘We
sing his Love who once was slain’ (17 pp.), ‘Jesus I love thy charming
name’ (17 pp.), and ‘I know that my Redeemer liveth’ (9 pp.). A number
of the tunes were written by a W. Baglin, presumably a local composer,
who is not listed in RISM online.
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